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(R2) - have one color PER TITLE --- each book title would have it’s own color. 



Objectives with this latest creative:

Continue to brand the 3 stages of content, (Alpha/Beta/Release) by showing the evolution of an insect. We once thought we could have crawling, walking or flying to denote the different levels of content, but from a scalable perspective, over time as we publish more books we would be working with too many pictures of insects. Unfortunately we had to abandon that idea. To simplify, the concept is simply to choose one insect per book ‘Title’, and throughout the lifespan of that Title (such as the WebGoat) - the picture of the insect ‘evolves’ in a graphic way. Most of this image manipulation is done in Photoshop. Attached are a few different concepts to show evolution of the insect image. 
Show the viewer the lifecycle/lifespan of a Title. In the upper the upper right hand corner you will see a icon system. This system shows the viewer how many other versions of that particular Title exist. ie: if a book has made it to the “Release” stage, the “Release” book cover will show the viewer the other two cover designs for that Title (Alpha and Beta). We are also showing a simpler rendition of this concept with “A”, “B” and “R” in white boxes. I think this solution works well, too. 
Determine the function of the insect. Through many rounds of designs and concepts, my recommendation is to have one insect per book Title. Each time a new book Title is released, we would research a new insect and layout the new cover. 
Simplify the design. Our goal in this last round was to simplify the design/structure so that it would be more intuitive/easy to replicate and scale. 
Determine the function of color. This was a tough one as the system needs to be scalable, we had to be careful not to introduce too much color too soon (again as the book Titles grow in numbers and we produce more books we do not want to be overwhelmed with lots of colors) - To simplify, we could either:

A: have one color PER TITLE  (R2) --- each book title would have it’s own color 
B: have one color PER CONTENT LEVEL PER YEAR (R3) --- all Alpha books created in 08 would be yellow, all Beta books in 08 would be red, etc.
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